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AFTER twenty years of exhibitions, held in its rooms at 52 E. Van Buren Street, the Palette & Chisel Club proclaims its maturity with this, its twenty-first annual exhibit. Through the courtesy of the trustees the Club is given an opportunity to show at the Art Institute its achievements as a collective body.

Many of the names in this catalogue are of well known exhibitors at exhibitions throughout the country, where they have been represented individually. Here they are shown as factors in building up a wonderfully successful organization, devoted to the best expression possible of the varied arts followed by its members. Their efforts, curiously perhaps, have not produced a distinctive Palette & Chisel Club school of painting nor distinguishing mannerisms, but rather have resulted in developing a friendly rivalry for divergent, though equally commendable, ideals.
THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
MICHIGAN AVENUE AND ADAMS STREET
ABOUT THE CLUB

OUT of the ambitions and friendliness of ten young men came the Palette & Chisel Club. The beginning was twenty years ago, but the same spirit of fellowship and desire for development still is the breath and life of the society.

They were students who began it. In their school work they found routine, something of necessary drudgery, so they formed their little club where freedom might be on tap at all hours. Today the founders are high in the art world, and though many have left Chicago they all are as devoted to their club and as enthusiastic as ever. Every year of the Club's life has been life, spelt in red letters. Nature's proverbial horror of a vacuum is not to be compared with the Palette & Chisel Club's antipathy for inaction. "Action," said a certain wise man, "may not bring happiness, but there is no happiness without action." With such an idea the little society founded by ten hopeful students has grown in prestige and influence until the limited membership of one hundred seems too strait with a clamoring waiting list always at hand.

Realizing that activity means more than running around in concentric circles, the Palette & Chisel Club bent its energies to three definite aims: First,
to advance the art abilities and general welfare of its members; second, to help beautify the city and stimulate public interest in the fine arts; third, to link the art movements of our community with those of other cities. In these aims the Club’s success has been so great that every art center of the world now recognizes the organization as a generous, vital, and intelligent body.

How was it done? Slowly, perhaps, but steadily. The first meetings were held in a sculptor’s studio in the Athenaeum Building, on Sundays, and the veterans will tell how they used to spend the first half-hour of a meeting pushing busts of Lincoln, Indian groups, and other sculptural novelties back into corners. This done, the Great Sachem opened the meeting with an invocation, an accordion solo, or a call for contributions toward certain refreshments to restore the morale lost in rubbing a Sunday suit against a plaster cast.

Those, on the word of the veterans, were the good old days. Here are the names of that nucleus: Richard Boehm, Curtis Gandy, Charles J. Mulligan, Henry Hutt, David Hunter, Wilson H. Irvine, Walter Coakley, Frank U. Wagner, Arnold Bunch, Fred T. Larson.

From the beginning the Club members worked. Every meeting was a study session, a practice which continues to the present day. At the start, study was not as elaborate as it is today, with models, fancy lightings, and accessories; sometimes nothing but a modest still life graced the model stand.
Entertainments were never more startling or frequent than in the Palette & Chisel Club. Determined to show themselves as happy as they felt, the artists often diverted themselves with the most innocent and original burlesques. Frank Holme, the broad and versatile humorist of pen and pencil, George Ade, and many others produced their raciest fun, and to the present day an invitation to a Palette & Chisel show is widely coveted.

Such relaxations have helped keep alive more serious endeavors. Annual exhibitions, beginning with hardly more than a sketch show, have been held, increasing yearly in power and scope. Today members of this society are repeatedly winning honors and prizes. For two years in succession the Prix de Rome, the greatest art prize in America, was taken by Palette & Chisel men, Ezra Winter and Eugene F. Savage. Others who have achieved international fame after having been rocked in the old Athenaeum cradle are: Lawrence Mazzanovich, Wilson H. Irvine, David Robinson, J. C. Leyendecker, Henry Hutt, F. J. Mulhaupt, Charles J. Mulligan, J. L. S. Williams, Angus MacDonald. Following its idea of civic development, the Club has thrown open its doors to the public at all times and made everyone a welcome guest at exhibitions.

Not all the exhibitions have been in that highly revered and sacred medium, linseed oil. Graphic and applied arts are developed to a high state among the members. Book plates, designs, illustrations,
lettering, etchings, and every known branch of the craft has its representatives.

Ten years ago a summer camp was established at Fox Lake which has developed into a popular study and recreation feature. Originally a tent was used, then a portable house, and since last year a house of permanent construction, accommodating forty people. Open continuously from early spring until late fall, the camp affords members an opportunity to get into the country at nominal cost for outdoor painting or recreation.

"The Cow Bell," a quarterly magazine which takes its name from the Club talisman, distributes enthusiasm evenly to the members. It stimulates a lively interest in Club doings among about two thousand readers outside the membership, and aims to reflect the combined spirits of work and play which dominate the Club's activities. With these and countless other accomplishments recorded in its great Log Book, the Club still is looking forward and extending a promise to every Chicago citizen. Professional and business men may become associate members, and everyone can get acquainted and be convinced of the inspiring, yes, even the "practical," nature of artistic works.
PAINTINGS

R. FAYERWEATHER BABCOCK
1 A Munich Cab Driver

PAUL BARTLETT
2 Buenos Dias
3 The Red Lamp

BEN BLESSUM
4 An Old Couple

J. H. CARLSEN
5 Le Matin
6 Le Soir

C. LYNN COY
7 Portrait Bust (plaster)
8 “Miss Helen” (plaster)
9 F. A. H. (plaster)

HARRY L. ENGLE
10 A Hoosier Cabin
11 In the Wake of the Woodchoppers

OSCAR B. ERICKSON
12 September Afternoon

GEORGE H. EVANS
13 Alma
14 Golf

J. JEFFREY GRANT
15 The Frozen Brook
OTTO E. HAKE
16 Decorative Painting, Motive from Jackson Park
17 Poster Stamp (water color)
18 Architectural Rendering (wash)
19 Architectural Rendering (wash)

E. MARTIN HENNINGS
20 Algerian Nude
21 Sister
22 Italian Girl
23 Grandmother
24 Winter Landscape
25 The Old Bavarian

VICTOR HIGGINS
26 New Mexican Dooryard
27 Herdsman (loaned by Carter H. Harrison)
28 Reception Day

DAVID HUNTER
29 Lion (plaster)
30 Awakening (original plaster)
31 Love’s Caprice (original plaster)
32 The Throne of Art (relief sketch)
33 Cover Design (plaster)
34 Under the Sea (original terra cotta)
35 Portrait, “Miss M.” (terra cotta relief)
36 Autumn’s Offering (original plaster)
37 War Group (original plaster)
PORTRAIT: MRS. WALTER WADEBOY
BY WALTER UFER

IN THE WAKE OF THE WOOD CHOPPERS. BY HARRY L. ENGLE
RUDOLPH F. INGERLE
38 After the Snow, Ozark Mountains
39 October Snow
40 Morning Mist, Ozark Mountains

WILSON IRVINE
41 Summer in Connecticut
42 The Grace of Spring
43 The Barns

ALFRED JANSSON
44 Snow Laden Pine and Spruce
45 Clinging Snow

JOSEPH KLEITSCH
46 My Wife

CARL R. KRAFFT
47 Turkey Creek
48 “October’s Golden Month Is Here”
49 November Snow
50 “Tranquility Hath Charms That Never Cease”
51 The Cradle of the Autumn

FRED T. LARSON
52 First Snow

THEODORE LELY
53 Stately Pines

HENRY L. LEVY
54 Sand Dunes

NIELS P. NIELSEN
55 Quietude
EDGAR PAYNE
56 The Island Coast
57 Monteceito Way
58 Hills of Rincon
59 Vista, Santa Barbara

JOHN E. PHILLIPS
60 In Autumn's Dress
61 From the Camp

GORDON SAINT CLAIR
62 Hazel

JOSEF CESTMIR SVOBODA
63 Portrait, Mr. Josef Froula

FRANK C. SENGE
64 Landscape

GLEN C. SHEFFER
65 Destiny

R. F. TANDLER
66 Portrait of Mr. C. L. Skinner

ERNEST P. THURN
67 Portrait

EMIL O. THULIN
68 Sleeping Willow

WALTER UFER
69 Painting, Road to San Juan Pueblo
70 Portrait of Mrs. Walter Wardrop
71 In My Painting Jacket
72 Portrait of Honorable Carter H. Harrison
73 Harvest at San Juan Pueblo
GRAPHIC ARTS SECTION

A. J. ANDERSON
74 Stationery Engraving

R. FAYERWEATHER BABCOCK
75 Poster (tempera)
76 Poster (tempera)
77 Poster (tempera)
78 Poster (tempera)
79 Poster for Independent Society of Artists
80 Poster for Palette & Chisel Club (tempera)

GUSTAVE BAUMANN
81 Wood Block Print
82 Plum and Peach Bloom (wood block print)
83 Birth Announcement (wood block print)
84 The Mill Pond (wood block print)
85 Christmas Card (wood block print)
86 My Shop (wood block print)
87 Christmas Card (wood block print)
88 Poster for Charity Kirmess

R. V. BROWN
89 Cover Design
90 Cover Design

E. R. BURGGRAF
91 Fashion Illustration
92 Fashion Illustration
J. H. CARLSEN
93 Wall Paper Design
94 Wall Paper Design, showing sketch, drawing and print rollers

EUGENE DEVOL
95 Pensive (etching—loaned)
96 Illustration, "And They Lived Happily Ever After" (crayon)

WILLIAM O. DEWITZ
97 Autumn Leaves (water color design)

OSCAR B. ERICKSON
98 Poster

GORDON ERTZ
99 Poster (water color)
100 Vanity, Poster (water color)
101 Spring Fancy, Poster (water color)
102 Conch-horn, Poster (water color)

L. O. GRIFFITH
103 Etching
104 Etching

MAX GUNDLACH
105 Cover for Folder, Canadian Rockies (courtesy Poole Bros.)

M. E. HARRIS
106 Wash Drawing
107 Wash Drawing
108 Pencil Drawing
BERNHARDT KLEBOE
109 Christmas Card
110 Christmas Card
111 Christmas Card
112 Christmas Card
113 Letter-head Designs
114 Cover Design
115 Cover Design
116 Cover Design
117 Cover Design
118 Cover Design
119 Cover Design
120 Newspaper Advertisement

FRED T. LARSON
121 Exhibit of Zinc Etching Process
122 Exhibit of Wood Engraving Process
123 Exhibit of Half Tone Engraving Process
124 Photograph on Wood

ORRIE J. McCOMBS
125 Illustration
126 Cover Illustration

KARL PLATH
127 Birds (water color illustration)
128 Oil Painted Screen

R. E. POWER
129 Wash Drawing
GRANT TYSON REYNARD

130 Blue River (water color)
131 "The Lively Land" (water color)

FRANK H. RILEY

132 Cover Design
133 Cover Design
134 Cover Design
135 Title Page
136 Letter-head Design
137 Book Plate Design
138 Lettering

EMORY P. SEIDEL

139 Virginia
140 Mrs. Stoltz
141 Portrait
142 Mother and Child
143 The Dreamer
144 Medal (Obverse) Minnesota State Art Society
145 Medal (Reverse) Minnesota State Art Society
146 Medal, Homann Athletic Association
147 Trade Mark

FRANK C. SENGE

148 Box Cover Design (water color)
149 Box Cover Design (water color)

R. M. SCHINDLER

150 Model of Club House
151 Pencil Drawing
"TRANQUILITY HATH CHARMS THAT NEVER CEASE"
BY CARL R. KRAFFT

MONTECEITO WAY. BY EDGAR PAYNE
GLEN C. SHEFFER
152 Allegorical Design
153 Illustration

BENJAMIN SILBERT
154 Portrait of W. C. Both (etching)
155 Dry-Point Etching
156 Portrait of Dr. Schechter (etching)
157 “Miss G.” (etching)
158 Dry-Point Etching

GEORGE HARMON SIMMONS
159 Illustration, “Come on in—water’s fine”
160 Illustration, “Come Along”

JOSEF CESTMIR SVOBODA
161 Moonlight
162 April Shower

R. F. TANDLER
163 Cover (water color)
164 Illustration (water color)
165 “Santu” (water color)

HENRY THIEDE
166 Market in Der Au, Munich (wash drawing)
167 Notre Dame, Paris (pencil drawing)
168 Place Comtrescarpe, Paris (etching)
169 Rue Rataud, Paris (etching)
170 Hotel Des Invalides, Paris (etching)
171 The Post Office, Chicago (etching)
172 Sherman Street, Chicago (etching)
HIRAM H. THOMPSON
173 Interior of Lyon & Healy Store (tempera)

H. L. TIMMINS
174 Automobile Poster
175 Booklet Cover
176 Automobile Poster

DE ALTON VALENTINE
177 Newspaper Illustration (pencil)
178 Newspaper Illustration
179 Newspaper Illustration

JOHN B. WOODRUFF
180 The Rogue
181 Advertising Illustration
182 Advertising Illustration
183 Advertising Illustration
184 Advertising Illustration
185 Advertising Illustration
186 Advertising Illustration
187 Advertising Illustration
188 Advertising Illustration
189 Advertising Illustration
190 Advertising Illustration

PRIZES: Palette & Chisel Club Gold Medal. Associate Membership Prize, $100. Municipal Art League Prize, $50. Inland Printer Prize (Graphic Arts), $100.
THE PALETTE & CHISEL CLUB

OFFICERS
JOHN E. PHILLIPS, President
HARRY L. TIMMINS, Vice-President
HIRAM THOMPSON, Secretary
FRED T. LARSON, Treasurer
J. JEFFREY GRANT, Librarian

ACTIVE MEMBERS

A. J. Anderson
R. V. Babcock
Cyrus Le Roy Balbridge
A. J. Barklow
Paul Bartlett
E. Theo. Behr
Fred S. Bernecker
Willard S. Bost
D. Guy Biggs
Emil Birowski
Benjamin Blevins
W. C. Borch
Julius H. Brauer
R. V. Brown
E. R. Bergland
Thos. E. Calkins
J. H. Carlin
Guy M. Chapel
C. H. Clark
Charles J. Cook
Orwald Cooper
C. Lynn Coy
Robert Davison
A. E. J. DeVold, Jr.
William O. DeWitt
J. H. Dollin

Harry Engle
Richard Epperson
Oscar R. Erickson
Gordon Erza
George H. Evans
Leslie Forgesaves
George Glotzbach
Lee Roy Gossett
J. Jeffrey Grant
L. D. Griffith
Max Goudahl
O. E. Hake
M. E. Harris
Lora Hauknness
Alfred Haynes
E. Martin Hеннings
Victor Higgins
Carl Hoeckner
Karl Jan Hora
David Hunter
Rudolph F. Ingersle
Wilson Irvine
Alfred Jannson
Holger W. Jensen
Theodore John Keane
Roy C. Keister
ACTIVE MEMBERS—Continued

S. J. Kennedy
Bernhardt Klebs
S. Kudlow
Carl Kraft
Edward Jan Kress
Henry Krattner
Joseph Kreider
Fred Laroo
Chester H. Lawrence
Theodore Lely
Henry Levy
W. J. McInride
Orrie J. McCombs
J. P. Maraske
John R. Morton
Thomas G. Moses
William Neesfeldt
N. P. Nielsen
Charles T. Nittel
Edgar Payne
August Petryl
John E. Phillips
Paul Plachter
Karl Plath
Ralph E. Power
Grant Tyson Raymond
William W. Riddell
George A. Rismann
Frank H. Riley
Herbert Rudefen

Gordon Saint Clair
Carl Scheffler
R. M. Schmidt
Felix G. Schmidt
Glen C. Sheffer
J. C. Shedd
Ezraey P. Silveld
Frank C. Senges
Charles A. Silber
Benjamin Silber
G. H. Simmons
Samuel Stoltz
Josef C. Svoboda
Rudolph Tanfeller
Frank Taylor
William Tiedes
Henry Thiede
Hiram H. Thompson
Emph Thulin
Eric F. Thoorsen
H. L. Timmins
Charles J. Toppenman
Walter Ufer
A. H. Ulrich
De Alron Valentine
I. R. Vaughan
Ernest Viehler
Watkins Williams
John B. Woodruff
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

A. H. Abbott
C. A. Allen
Alfred B. Andrews
E. C. Andrews
Herbert E. W. Bach
George P. Baldwin
George H. Beard
A. G. Becker
Lionel A. Bell
F. C. Belshavitz
Charles E. Betshers
A. Bilenberg
C. G. Blunden
S. J. Blumenthal
Charles D. Bokling
Alvar L. Boulxique
E. M. Bowman
William N. Brady
Thomas W. Brown
H. S. Browne
Marion S. Burnett
Edward B. Butler
F. V. Cass
Dr. Lyce F. Casw
Charles H. Chadwick
H. A. Chesterman
O. J. Coe
George J. Cowan
J. P. Coyne
L. C. Cramer
Charles H. Creeker
John B. Cowley
Edmund A. Cummings
C. C. Curtias
Thomas Curwood
Eugene F. Daum
P. Guy Davis
Karl D. Denkin
C. S. Dewey
F. L. Lee Dickey
Howard B. Dillix
R. E. Donnelly

W. Dury
Fred S. Dressell
Henry Dunant
Frank V. Dudley
W. Bradshaw Egan
W. S. Etwell
Walter Fairbairn
J. W. Farrah
J. A. C. Fenton
H. G. Fielding
Fred J. A. Forster
Charles Daniel Frey
Joseph Froula
Jan. J. Fursek
William D. Gates
Ralph Trumoe Goble
William O. Goodman
I. L. Goodman
Dr. J. E. Gillman
G. Henry Gils
R. J. Gomign
W. H. Hafner
Beverly F. Hall
William S. Hamlin
Samuel D. Hirsch
Thomas Julius Hoops
J. A. Hooper
William H. Hoops
V. A. Horacek
H. Elmer House
Charles E. Huynh
Samuel R. Jenkins
R. A. Jones
Carl S. Junge
Joseph Kantor
Chauveny Keep
James Howard Kelker
Frank O. King
Thomas F. Kirley
Dr. Jacob Knufft
Charles Lasadows
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS—Continued

Bryan Lathrop
Fred M. Lawrence
Theodore C. Lawrence
L. L. Lasalle
E. A. LeGros
Emanuel Loeb
Frank G. Logan
Dr. William Laxmore
C. G. Marklin
Ray A. Masters
Albert Mathews
R. V. McCleskey
Ogden McClurg
Albert MacRae
A. H. McQuillin
Felix Mendelsohn
Charles J. Miller
Francis J. M. Miles
H. P. Murrle-Beck
W. B. Mondie
Louis Moth
C. F. Naat
Francis Herbert Newcomb
George C. Nimmons
J. H. Outzinter
O. Ostrander
V. M. Ottley
Charles H. Palmer
O. H. Petera
Vaclav Pechtyl
J. N. Pierce
M. W. Salton
Frank K. Kelly
Ephraim Roberson
Edward S. Rogers
Terry Ross
Marion A. Ryerson
W. W. Sammons
Chas. H. Scanney
Oscar Schoeneberg
George O. Schookraft
H. O. Schulze
Paul Schulte
Jacob Schwartz
Henry Siddles
Charles E. Selleck
George A. Sharp
Horace C. Starr
Benjamin Stain
Edward F. Stewart
John M. Stahl
Harry C. Strahorn
John Suster
J. A. Taggart
P. L. Thompson
Seymour J. Thauer
William H. Tuttle
Joseph Triner
A. J. Unger
L. L. Valentine
Sachett H. Verall
L. P. Voorhees
Charles H. Wacker
John M. Wagner
R. R. Walker
Joseph A. Washick
C. E. Watts
Fred K. Latimer Wells
Carl N. Werdon
Charles Wieman
Jerome L. Wiener
Joseph C. Willinsky
Edyldyl H. Williams
A. J. Zimmerman
LIFE MEMBERS

J. Ogden Armour
F. Baecht
Alfred Baker
L. Benjamin
Mrs. Emma E. Blaine
Ralph C. Bloom
George M. Bell
W. A. Cameron
S. Cobb Coleman
C. W. Conover
John F. L. Curtis
Richmond Davis
Charles Dearing
Joseph Deutsch
San Deutch
F. P. Dickson
J. W. Dunlap
John C. Fevour
Dr. J. E. Gollman
J. J. Grasser
C. F. Guenther
N. W. Harris
James O. Hayworth
Marshall F. Holmes
C. L. Hatcher
Jarvis Hunt
Robert Hunt
George W. Jackson
E. C. Johnson
H. Victor Knapp
Chauncey Kepp
William V. Kelley
Otto Kohl

Nelson N. Lampert
Frank G. Logan
Henry C. Lytton
Stanley McCormick
Cyrus H. McCormick
W. J. McDowell
James R. McKay
George A. McKeelock
J. C. McFarland
H. M. McQuaig
Samuel McRoberts
John S. Miller
Louis Mohr
Adams Orenstein
J. V. Piazza
Charles Pfab
J. L. Ricketts
Toby Rubovits
Martin Ryerson
John R. Scott
Joseph Schaffer
Oscar Spindler
H. A. Stilled
Edward Tilden
John R. Thompson
V. Thrall
Fred W. Upham
James Viles
Fritz von Frenzen
Henry von Meereren
William H. Warren
A. Stanford White
John E. Wilder